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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are Ansible modules? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. get_dnshostname 

B. setup 

C. yum 

D. ping 

Correct Answer: BCD 

yum: this module was covered in the lesson and can be found in Ansible documentation. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a good use case for an ad-hoc command? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Experimenting with an Ansible Module 

B. Installing the netcat utility on application servers 

C. Checking the free memory on a particular group of hosts 

D. Upgrading a custom 3-tier application stack 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Installing netcat is a single yum command that would be easily run across a group of common servers with an Ansible
ad-hoc command. A single command run against several servers is a perfect use case for an ad-hoc command. Writing
a playbook would be overkill. 

 

QUESTION 3

What Ansible variable allows access to internal Ansible data? 

A. Ansible Facts 

B. Magic Variables 

C. Dictionary Variables 

D. Environment Variables 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Magic variables allow access to internal Ansible data such as host groups and inventory hosts. 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following are shared between roles on the same system? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Templates 

B. Tasks 

C. Variables 

D. Handlers 

Correct Answer: CD 

Variables are shared across roles on the same system. This is why namespacing is important. Handlers are shared
across roles on the same system. 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the defaults directory used for within a role? 

A. The defaults directory is for defining default values for variables if no other value is provided. 

B. The defaults directory is where you define which plays of a role will be used by default. 

C. The defaults directory is for defining variable values that override other variables used in a playbook using the role. 

D. The defaults directory stores configurations that override ansible.cfg. 

Correct Answer: A 

Variables defined within defaults are given the lowest precedence and are only used when no other value is provided. 
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